




Although it always flies, 

we can always use it as we choose. 



We can choose 

how long we work

how long we pray

how long we play

how long we rest

how long we worry



We can choose 

what we can do 

with our time.





We can control our thoughts 

and creative imaginations. 



We need to remember that 

imagination with stimulation 

leads to realization. 

You Are What You Fill Your Mind With





We can’t choose the people we’d like to work with and 

be with; but we can control with whom we spend most of 

our time with and we can meet new people. 



We can change our 

environment and 

seek out 

successful role 

models to learn 

from and share 

with.





We are in charge 

of what we say 

and how we say it.     



We can choose 

with whom we 

want to 

communicate and 

share our thoughts 

and feelings.





We can choose our 

priorities in life. 

We can create our 

own track to run on 

– slow, medium or 

fast – in our 

commitments.



We can 

determine 

which warrants 

the most 

attention and 

effort in our life.





We can set our 

long range goals in 

life which become 

our causes – the 

things we are most 

identified with by 

others. 



You and I have 

worthy causes 

and a game plan 

for life which 

gives us 

confidence and 

courage.





Most people 

REACT 

emotionally to 

everything they 

interpret as a 

threat to their 

self worth.



Because you and I 

have a creative self 

image and deep down 

feeling of self worth, 

regardless of what is 

going on around us –

we RESPOND rather 

than react. What 

concerns us most 

is the joy of living.







Shakespeare

The problem, 

Brutus, 

is not in the 

stars; 

But in 

each one of us!
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